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November brings a time of giving, a welcome change of weather and gratitude
Turkey Trot
In American tradition, November is the month of giving thanks. This beautifully aligns with the UAE Year of Giving as we
work with our students on multiple philanthropic efforts through their CAS projects in the high school, creating cards of gratitude for our school workers or participating in the GIVE Initiative of building schools in countries of need. All Innoventures
Schools participate in a walk-a-thon in efforts to raise money as this month’s GIVE Initiative. In CAS we wanted to celebrate
the traditional American Turkey Trot with the efforts of the Walk a Thon. This took place on November 22nd. Students
walked, ran, gobbled and laughed through hours of fun on either the sports field for our littles (KG1-G3) or G4 to 12 worked
their way to Kite Beach. A total of 13, 040AED was raised on this day which will be matched by Innoventures Education.

Thanksgiving Luncheon
On this day, we also hosted our annual Thanksgiving Luncheon in which we opened up to our families this year. Over 345
lunches were served in the amazingly transformed Sports Hall. Bellies full of turkey, gravy and all the fixings. We appreciate
those that were able to come and share some time with us and their students and friends. We’d like to thank Abella for superseding our expectations of the dining room. The highlight was seeing the students go back for 2 or more plates full J. We
heard quotes such as, “Wow, we are VIPs” as they walked into the Sports Hall, “This is the best lunch ever” as they went
back to the buffet lines or the simple “Thank you”. It was our pleasure bringing in some of the American tradition to our Collegiate American School family.
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Talent Show
We hosted our annual talent showed which showcased students representative from all grades on the 27 th. The event was
amazing and we were able to showcase just some of our gifted performers. Many thanks to the Performing Arts and Music
Department for working collaboratively for this event. We understand that you may not have had the option to watch this
event so once we receive the video, we will be uploading it on our youtube station for those who’d like to watch.

National Day
Camels, falcons and the Grand Mufti?? What a great way to celebrate the UAE’s 46th birthday! Exciting activities were
planned such as the Innovation Station where our youngsters had the opportunity to build new buildings for Dubai or the UAE
museum hosted by the MHS students showcasing the UAE and the impact of the country’s initiatives both globally and internationally since its unification.
Collegiate American School is pleased to announce that it is an official US College Board testing siting of the SAT. The first
administration will be hosting 170 students from all over the UAE on December 2 nd.
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International Day of Tolerance
Select students participated in Sheikh Mohammed’s International Parade of Tolerance on November 16 th. They dressed in
their home country’s costumes joining school from all over Dubai in a parade celebrating diversity.

Week Without Walls
This year the middle and high school students headed to Athens, Greece as the international component of the Weeks Without Walls trip. They learned of the Acropolis, cuisine and took party in their own mini olympics. Other trips included the
week in Fujairah learning about the architecture, fauna and culture as well as day trips around Dubai.

Social Media
Did you know that Collegiate American School is active on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Our posts are intended for our
students and parents to be aware about learning and activities throughout the school on a daily basis. Make sure to follow
up for up to date information and celebration of the students of Collegiate American School.
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